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Players can now run, move, pass, shoot, dribble, tackle and defend at the
highest intensity level, not only improving the realism of the game but
also allowing gamers to take full advantage of key match details like
team tactics and referee calls. “The addition of HyperMotion, along with
new animations and ball physics, is a benchmark of innovation and
gameplay. A tribute to the intensity and passion of the real football,” said
Peter Moore, President of EA SPORTS. New animations and ball physics
for the new motion capture technology allow players to run, move, pass,
shoot, dribble, tackle and defend at the highest intensity level. This year,
FIFA 22 introduces a new gameplay experience with Hybrid Pro Clubs.
Players can train using either the Pro Club created from its system, or a
new Pro Club created from the system's Pro Player model. This
customization option allows players to choose between a highly trained
player on a team, or a player that can be molded to their style of play.
FIFA 22 will be available to retail and digital on July 2, 2017. FIFA 22, the
world's #1 football game, celebrates 20 years of the iconic global game.
Since the debut of FIFA in August 1997, it has sold over 100 million
copies and continued to attract millions of new players every year since.
FIFA's global fan base is now more connected than ever through its
dedicated community on social media and the official FIFA channels, as
well as through weekly in-game competitions on FIFA.com and all official
mobile apps. Additionally, interactive promotions like FIFA Ultimate Team
and the annual FIFA eWorld Cup, and the upcoming FIFA Mobile game
make it the go-to sports videogame in the world today. The game
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delivers the authentic atmosphere of the beautiful game with improved
match engine for the ultimate in player and team authenticity. It now
features more players (up to 76), more stadiums (up to 92) with
improved animations, new match visuals (for Standard Definition and
UHD), more enhanced gameplay options, improved AI and social features
like Clubs in FIFA Ultimate Team (FUT), integration of the FIFA eWorld
Cup and the FIFA Player Ratings. There will be new and enhanced FIFA
Moments, Moments on the Pitch and Ultimate Team Challenges. Story
mode—the most popular mode in the game—has been upgraded with
thousands of new animations and improvements to match engine and
gameplay. The game also features the most enhanced

Features Key:
Live a more immersive matchday experience with new stadiums
Unleash new attacking opportunities to score with new skills and
moves
Experience newly remastered stadiums of iconic European
locations
Help your players adapt to the latest tactics and play styles.
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LIVE ONLINE MATCHES EA SPORTS FIFA 22 offers brand new
customization options to create the best-looking and most authentic
playing experience possible. The top-down view of Ultimate Team™ gives
fans the freedom to build and manage their dream team from the ground
up, and contextual off-screen controls let players customize the game to
fit their play style. EA SPORTS FIFA 22 offers brand new customization
options to create the best-looking and most authentic playing experience
possible. Discover True Player Motion For the first time, physics-based
animation combines with real-world player data to bring a level of
authenticity never seen in a FIFA game. The new animation system
models up to 50 unique animations and reacts to the individual feel and
touch of every player on the pitch. Players take on a fluid range of
movements that feel new and intuitive. For the first time, physics-based
animation combines with real-world player data to bring a level of
authenticity never seen in a FIFA game. Real Player Speed A host of new
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features, including Player Speed, where momentum is driven by the
player's size and mass. Players take on a more fluid speed that
emphasizes body control and predictability. This helps you anticipate and
control the speed and direction of your movement, and keep the ball at
your feet. A host of new features, including Player Speed, where
momentum is driven by the player's size and mass. Overtaking Tactically
challenging, the new system makes both defending and attacking more
viable, as players can run at full speed and players can aim to chase a
dribbler or take on a defender – either naturally or using a controlled
tackle. Tactically challenging, the new system makes defending and
attacking more viable, as players can run at full speed and players can
aim to chase a dribbler or take on a defender – either naturally or using a
controlled tackle. Balanced Pace and Power EA SPORTS FIFA 22 ensures
that every player has a balanced pace and power. On the pitch, tackles
are based on real-world data, giving the player’s momentum and balance
an impact on the outcome. EA SPORTS FIFA 22 ensures that every player
has a balanced pace and power. Jostling New gameplay mechanics help
to keep defenders on their toes. Players collide with their opponents midair, creating a new level of collisions that tests the decision-making of
players during critical moments in the match. bc9d6d6daa
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Compete in a new authentic and highly social way with up to 99 other
real players, or take charge of your very own squad in Ultimate Team
Drafts where you’ll battle it out with the community to be the best. Real
Player Motion – Fully revamped player models are more lifelike and
detailed, with animations that bring to life the athleticism and precision
that makes players great on the pitch. New refined player controls offer
more precision and control, in an easy-to-learn and easy-to-use user
experience. Improved Physics – For a variety of minor improvements to
the physics models throughout the game, FIFA 22 will feel more
responsive when you’re out on the pitch. Social + Fun – Mix and match
real and created teams of up to 99 players to compete and enjoy in five
game-changing ways: Compete with all the stars in The Journey – With
online networking, you can communicate with your teammates and
manage your fantasy team with your friends. Also online, FIFA 22 will
feature a new Journey Mode that lets you follow your favorite club’s
history from the youth levels to the highest divisions. Set and play your
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style of football – With four game modes, 20 leagues, more than 1,500
official teams, and more than 100 competitions, FIFA 22 brings the best
football to your TV and to your smartphone. Revamped matches –
Experience more realistic gameplay, including new refereeing, tackles,
and corners. World-class gameplay – New celebrations, new game play,
and a first-of-its-kind FIFA Ultimate Team Combine. Game Modes Career
Mode – Live out your dreams as both a manager and a player in FIFA 22.
Create the newest club in FIFA, design your kits, style your stadium, and
choose whether to compete with the elite or rise up from the lower
divisions as you manage your club to glory. Or test your skills as a player,
with a more immersive Player Career mode that gives you more ways to
progress, achieve, and immerse yourself in your Pro’s journey through
the game. FIFA Ultimate Team – Compete in a new authentic and highly
social way with up to 99 other real players, or take charge of your very
own squad in Ultimate Team Drafts where you’ll battle it out with the
community to be the best. Real Player Motion –

What's new:
PlayStation 4 Pro and Xbox One X
support – Bring your favorite features
and best gaming experience to Sony and
Xbox One consoles. After being
announced at the 2017 E3, PlayStation 4
Pro and Xbox One X will get major
feature upgrades in FIFA 22.
Player Abilities – Become a true master
with all-new player abilities in FIFA 22.
Gain supernatural speed, rocket in the air
to score or change directions at the last
second with flexible control on the pitch,
make high-precision passes, shoot with
the flick of the wrist and use a variety of
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tricks to defeat opponents.
New Soundtracks – Inside the game,
players will find FIFA Sound the Play
developed by Composition 101. FIFA
Sound the Play is composed by the bestknown names in video game music,
honoring playlists by past FIFA coaches
including Adam “Sunshine” Annis, Glenn
“Broly” Broyles, Richard Jacques, Bruce
Fowler, Kent Liske, Vicente Wolf, and
John Valkov.
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Since 2007, FIFA is the video game you know
and love. Created by SEGA, FIFA is the best
selling sport videogame franchise of all time,
with over 165 million players across the globe.
FIFA is the most authentic football experience
in games. It brings fans closer to the world's
game through an intuitive control scheme that
feels just like being on the pitch, the most
comprehensive features in the genre, and
unparalleled storytelling that makes matches
come alive. FIFA is the best selling sport
videogame franchise of all time, with over 165
million players across the globe. FInest
football game in the world, created by SEGA,
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the team behind the FIFA series.EA SPORTS
FIFA brings the game even closer to the real
thing with fundamental gameplay advances
and a new season of innovation across every
mode.On the pitch, gameplay has been
improved for the game's next generation of
players, unlocking those with next-gen speed,
power, stamina, and technique. Key Features:
Brand new classes of gameplay: There are
now defenders, midfielders, attackers, and
goalkeepers in FIFA. In addition to the ability
to play the game's original 11-on-11, FIFA's
new gameplay features are designed to
elevate players even further on the pitch,
making each match more engaging for fans,
and helping players of all skill levels succeed.
An all-new player class has been unlocked for
all Ultimate Team members called Ultimate XI.
The Ultimate XI is comprised of two forwards,
two midfielders, and a goalkeeper. Ultimate
Teams can now be completely customized,
with a new ability to have a third goalkeeper
and defender, and defensive tactics available.
Multiple Ultimate Team members have also
been unlocked for free to everyone, allowing
fans to collect and create teams as they see
fit. In-Game Experience: FIFA's all-new player
classes allow for a more intuitive feel on the
pitch, giving players the ability to perfectly
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execute even the most difficult moves. The
game's refined physics engine has also been
improved, enabling players to be more agile
and maneuver with precision. Fielding and
goalkeeping animations have also been
overhauled to showcase even more expressive
and detailed animations. There's also a new
Ultimate Team system available in FIFA,
allowing players to instantly create teams for
the new player classes. World Class
Community: FIFA holds unique opportunities
for players to learn and compete against each
other in an engaging, community-oriented
environment. The World Cup makes its debut
in FIFA, taking place this summer
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either Xbox One X or the Xbox One
S in less than 24 months
(11/18/2018)
Major League Soccer ’19 from
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